Aloe Series
Furniture for intensive-use
healthcare environments.

The ALOE SERIES is ideal for
use in waiting rooms, patient
rooms, examination rooms
and treatment areas.
The importance of sanitation cannot be understated
in the healthcare environment. Keeping chairs, tables
and public areas clean is essential, and cleanability is
at the heart of the Aloe series. All healtHcentric seating
is constructed using materials that are non-porous
and that have no exposed wooden components.
Aloe is designed with a clean-out feature between
the seat and the back to allow liquid or other debris
to fall to the oor for easy clean . Seams are
positioned away from the user to help keep out
pathogens and moisture.

Superior Infection Control

healtHcentric is the only seating
manufacturer focused on creating
a le eas
lea a a
a le
seating solutions for demanding,
intensive-use environments that
aid in infection prevention.

When Aloe is constructed using the IC
Upholstery with seamless sealed seats and our
unique clip system, Aloe not only meets but exceeds
healthcare needs and standards. Most importantly,
Aloe series furniture is designed to be durable, longlasting and easy-to-clean. With IC Pl s Upholstery ,
the Aloe series becomes completely non-porous and
seamless, making microbial growth virtually nonexistent. IC Pl s stands up to the rigorous use of
hospital-grade cleaners and disinfectants, making the
Aloe series a perfect choice for high traffic areas.

* See page 12 to learn more.
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Aloe

Standard

❶

Guest & Patient Chairs

Aloe Features

Seating designed for comfort,
function and durability.
Patient care areas have a wide range of needs.
Patients and guests want comfort and familiarity,
while sta re ire f nctionality an e ciency.

Everything you need
in your healthcare facility.
CLEAN OUT FEATURE between the seat and
ac allows li i an e ris to fall to the oor
for easy clean up.

❷

ALL-STEEL FRAME constructed with durable
metal-to-metal connections, enhancing durability
and ease of cleaning.

❸

CONTOURED BACK provides support to the
patient while reducing strain and stress on the body.

❹

ERGONOMIC EGRESS ARMS o er c shione
comfort and support to aid in getting in and out
of the chair.

❺

WATERFALL FRONT edge helps minimize pressure
on seat bones, legs and veins.

❻

WALL-SAVER FRAME keeps the backrest away
from the wall to prevent damage and wear to
both the chairs and the wall surface.

❷

Constructed with a steel frame, Aloe seats and backs
o er e ce tional comfort with high resilient foam
for long lasting support and no bottoming.
The molded seat foam is contoured on the sides
and has a waterfall front edge to help minimize
pressure on the ischial tuberosities (the seating bones),
legs and veins.
Features

❶

❸

❶ Available in 3 seat sizes – 21", 24" and 30",

an
ac heights
eight ca acity
l s.

an
l s.
l s.

❷ O tional ottoman atient chair availa le.
❸ Remova le seat o tion.

❼

18" SEAT HEIGHT for ultimate comfort and safety.

❽

FIELD REPLACEABLE components.

❶

❸

❹

❺
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Optional

Aloe

An impressive array of options
to meet your particular needs.

Designed to maximize space.

Aloe Features

❶

Multiple Seating & Tables
Aloe Gange Seating can e arrange in many i erent ways
making it easy to optimize even the smallest spaces.

REMOVABLE SEAT CLIP SYSTEM
healtHcentric’s patented removable seat clip system
allows the seat pan to be easily removed, without
tools, and to be completely cleaned, including the
underside, seat clips and frame. Available on all
Aloe Series chairs this system is e ective sim le
and extremely useful.

❷

IC Pl s UPHOLSTERY
A highly durable, puncture and tear resistant
upholstery solution that forms a seamless
moisture-proof barrier which prevents the ingress
of fl i s athogens an e
gs an stan s
to the toughest hospital-grade cleaners
and disinfectants.

❸

GREY URETHANE ARMCAPS

❹

REAR CASTERS
Allow ease of movement for cleaning

❺

AVAILABLE FRAME COLORS.

White
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Black

Grey

Easy to install an recon g re the only limitation to the n m er
of chairs that can be ganged together is the size of the room itself.
Shared arms save space and money, and reduce the surface that
needs to be cleaned.
When used with one of the six styles of linking tables, the chairs
can e lin e into an even wi er variety of con g rations.

❶

❸

Brown

Silver
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Aloe

Pull to open. Pull to close.
It’s that simple.

Sleeper Chairs
The most intuitive sleeper chairs
on the market.
There are occasions when patient’s guests require
somewhere to sit and sleep. The Aloe Sleeper Chair
is perfect in these situations.
A favorite with healthcare sta the Aloe Slee er Chair
e ortlessly converts from a chair into a e . ith
no mechanical parts, its intuitive design and easy
handling means anyone can open and close it
without instruction or assistance. Simple to clean,
Aloe Sleeper Chairs are constructed from one solid
piece of metal, reducing the need for maintenance
and repairs.

❶

Superior cleanability.
Designed with infection
control in mind.

Minimalist mechanism.
For increased durability
and performance.

Locking Casters.
For unlimited or
limited mobility.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for cleanability
Intuitive conversion
No mechanism
Locking casters
Wall-saver design
Replaceable parts
Wall-saver frame.
To protect both
furniture and walls.

❶ ALOE SLEEPER CLUB CHAIR

Overall imensions
eight ca acity

h
w
l s. (Bariatric-friendly)

Intuitive.
Easy to open
and close.

❷ ALOE SLEEPER CHAIR

Overall dimensions: 38 ½"h x 36/83"d x 32"w
eight ca acity
l s. (Bariatric-friendly)
❷
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Aloe

Guest Chair
Fit properly. Fit every body.

Important surface characteristics to consider
when choosing healthcare seating.
Characteristic

Rationale

healtHcentric Seating

Durability

• Furnishings should be easy to maintain and repair.

• IC+ Upholstery Solution, used exclusively on our
seating solutions is 9-10 times more durable than
vinyl and is PVC-free, meaning it won’t dry-out
and crack.

• Fabrics that are torn allow for entry of microorganisms and cannot be
properly cleaned.

O r G est Chairs are o ere in three si es
21", 24" and 30".

• Items that are scratched or chipped allow for accumulation of microorganisms
an are more i c lt to clean an isinfect.

• See page 12 for full details about IC+.

The generous dimensions provide a comfortable
an safe chair that ts ni e si es an o y sha es.
Guest Chairs can be ganged with other chairs
for a seamless look and feel.

Cleanability

• Furnishings must be able to withstand cleaning and should be compatible
with hospital-grade detergents, cleaners and disinfectants.
• U holstere f rnit re m st e covere with fa rics that are
and non-porous

i resistant

• The availability of IC+ Upholstery Solution,
the most durable, cleanable and impermeable
upholstery solution available.
• Proprietary removable seat “clip system” allows
the seat pan to be easily removed without tools,
promoting cleanability.
• Seating designed with ample clean out space
between the seat and back.

Inability
to support
microbial growth

• Materials such as fabric and wood that hold moisture are more likely
to support microbial growth.
• Materials such as metal and hard plastics are less likely to support
microbial growth.

• healtHcentric seating is constructed using materials
ideal for healthcare environments meaning
no porous materials or exposed wood is used.

• Wet organic substrates (e.g. wood) should be avoided.

Surface porosity

• Microorganisms have been shown to survive on porous fabrics such as
cotton, cotton terry, nylon and polyester, and on plastics which are
considered porous substrates.
• Porous upholstered furniture should not be used in public areas
if the spread of infection is at all a concern.

Absence of seams
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• Seams tra

acteria an are i c lt areas to clean

• IC+ Upholstery Solution is a coating technology
s eci cally form late for the healthcare in stry
to prevent the spread of infection through its
non-porous surface.

• IC+ can be made seamless and by doing so
eliminates the opportunity for pathogens to
grow and prevent bed bug infestations.
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� Superior puncture and
tear resistance
� Sealed and seamless
� Non-porous
� Guaranteed not to crack
� PVC- and latex-free
� Superior cleanability and
cleaning agent tough
� Bed bug proof
� 10 year warranty
� No off-gassing
� Anti-slip protection
� CAL 133 compliant
� GREENGUARD® certified

IC Plus Upholstery©
Proprietary to healtHcentric, IC
Plus Upholstery© is a breakthrough
technology specially formulated
for the healthcare industry
to provide the most durable,
cleanable and impermeable
medical-grade surface available.
Pathogens, fluids and bed bugs
stay out because IC Plus is nonporous, seamless and forms a

completely sealed moisture-free
barrier that makes microbial
growth virtually non-existent.

been tested to be more resistant
to puncturing and tearing than
common hospital-grade vinyl.

IC Plus has an abrasion rating of
1,000,000 double rubs and is PVC
- and latex-free while guaranteed
not to crack, puncture or tear for
10 years. IC Plus is strong enough
to stand up to any hospital-grade
cleaner or disinfectant and has

The IC Plus Upholstery© can be
used on all healtHcentric seating
and is ideal for emergency rooms,
operating rooms and other high
traffic patient areas.

de
ans

98.68%

58.08%

IC Plus
Upholstery©

Healthcare
Grade Vinyl

In an independent laboratory study it was proven that, when used
in tandem with hospital grade cleaners, it is possible to remove
98.68% of the microorganisms from the IC Plus Upholstery©.
gara

ntie

Download the official report

A division of ergoCentric Seating Systems.
275 Superior Blvd, Mississauga, ON Canada
L5T 2L6
Ph: 1 866 438-3746 | Fx: 1 800 848-5190
sales@healthcentric.com
healthcentric.com

Proudly Canadian
healtHcentric™ s registered trademarks of ergoCentric Inc.
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